Abstract-Because in the traffic video image processing, the background image gotten from background modeling by traditional k-means clustering algorithm shows a lot of noises, thus the improvement of k-means clustering algorithm is proposed, and has been applied to the vehicle flow detection of traffic video image. By analyzing the vehicle detection method and comparing the flow detection algorithm, the improved k-means clustering algorithm is experimentally tested at last, and carries out software implementation. The experiment shows that the improved algorithm after background modeling is superior to the traditional one in time complexity, it has better adaptivity and robustness, which has increased the effect of vehicle flow detection.
I. INTRODUCTION
Video detection technology is a kind of the emerging technology applied to the field of traffic. It is also the combination of video image and pattern recognition technology [1] . The realization of its function mainly is based on digital image processing and pattern recognition technology and the realization of image processing and pattern recognition algorithm directly affects the development of video detection technology, especially the video image processing and pattern recognition which are the cutting-edge technology [2] [3] [4] . Because, they have also many difficulties when they are applied in the field of traffic and there are many difficulties, the researchers around the world have done a lot of work and they also has obtained many achievements.
K. W. Dickinson and C.I.W, the two researchers use image frame differential method to make count statistics and speed detection for passing vehicles in two-way highway [5] [6] [7] . According to difference between two frames images or among more frames images, get binary image after processed. Finally, count the coverage point number and target mobile number. Besides, the vehicle count and vehicle speed can be calculated according to the coverage point percentage and mobile coverage point number. This method was ever applied in TRIP system which is jointly developed by Sheffield University and Manchester Institute of Science and Technology [8] . Its vehicle counting error is low and the vehicle speed detection error is between 8% and 17%. At the branch campus of Berkeley of California University, D. Koller led the research team and used background difference method to detect traffic flow and vehicle speed. Then, they put forward the method that could detect and track multiple vehicles at the same time and get vehicle shape information. This method applies background difference method, edge detection and the other technologies to make motion segmentation and uses Kalman filter to update the background image. S. Takab and the others put forward to detect the traffic information by using the method of processing sample points. This method has been applied in traffic monitoring system which is developed at Tokyo University and has achieved good results [9] [10] [11] .
In conclusion, we can see that the current vehicle detection technology algorithms based on video mainly include optical flow field method, background difference method, frame difference method and edge detection, etc [12] . Although various methods can effectively detect the vehicle target and achieve the purpose of traffic flow detection, at the same time, there are a lot of problems and according to various means, the agency all over the world are trying to solve all kinds of problems facing in traffic detection technology based on video image processing [13] [14] [15] .
With the rapid development of image processing technology and pattern recognition technology, the vehicle flow detection technology based on video image processing has been a research hot spot in the collection of traffic information [16] . The reason is that the traffic flow detection using video not only has a broad monitor interface and rich information, but also it is convenient to install and maintain and provide virtual traffic scene. As the first step in video vehicle flow detection system, the vehicle target detection is very important. Although the traditional moving target detection algorithm can extract the moving target more accurately , when there are problems like cars' blocking out, shadow, changes in the light and climate, the detection error may occur, the limitation of every algorithm appears, these problems can be avoided and solved by correcting the algorithm and improving the video capture device. This text carries out improvement research on how to detect the vehicle flow correctly and on vehicle target detection algorithm.
This text mainly does extended and innovative work in the following aspects:
(a) It analyzes three vehicle target detection methods, namely optical flow method, inter-frame difference method and background differencing method, analyzes their advantages and disadvantages, conduct Experiment simulation to three methods according to four standards-accuracy, instantaneity, flexibility and generality, the result shows background differencing method is more stable than the other in all kinds of performances, it can not only provide a more complete information of the moving target, but also has certain robustness to noises, it is especially fit for the real-time detection of static background . But in actual scene, the background does not stay the same, it's a gradually varied process, which is affected by light and climate change, moreover, there will be many phony targets in the detection result because of the disturbed motion of the background objects.
(b) In order to improve the accuracy of the detecting algorithm, the improved k-means clustering algorithm is adopted. In the vehicle flow detection system based on video image processing in the context of static background scene, when the background differencing method is adopted, the basic link of vehicle target detection and extraction is background modeling and update, which will influence the detection quality of the vehicle target and the subsequent analysis result directly, traditional background extraction method is simple and convenient, the background model of the system directly select the scene image free from the former scene target, but this method is more sensitive to the changes in external environment and its instantaneity is not very good, so is not used generally. Faced with these problems, this text adopts the background modeling gotten by improved k-means clustering algorithm in order to fit for the background update and extraction of image sequence, and it has presented the improved specific algorithm.
(c) To further test the validity of the improved k-means clustering algorithm, this text conducts experimental verification, the experiment shows that time the background extraction algorithm takes increases over the video sampling frames. The computing of statistical averaging method is simpler, the time it takes is shorter, but this method is not used in detection generally because of its poor performance. While compared with the background modeling in the Gaussians mixture method, the improved algorithm is superior in time complexity.
II. PROPOSED SCHEME

A. The Vehicle Target Detection Method
The aim of vehicle target detection based on video sequences is to extract the composition of the moving target from the background of the video when restraining the noises, and output the moving target's characters, which are the data information the follow-up work needs, then analyze and study on the information. The basic flow of the video vehicle target detection system is shown in figure 1 . As for the video-based vehicle detection, the characters of the vehicle information in the traffic scene are as follows: the positions of the moving vehicles in the image sequence are constantly changing, there are differences in the color and brightness of the vehicles when compared with the background, some vehicle images, when compared with the images in pavement background, have higher edge information. Accordingly, the common used moving target detection methods currently are optical flow method, background differencing method and inter-frame difference method.
1) The Optical Flow Method
The optical flow analysis method detects the moving object by taking use of the changes of image gray scale in time and the relation between the apparent motion and real motion of the object. It can not only detect the independent moving object, but it does not need to know any information of the scene in advance, so it also applies when the camera is moving. The optical flow field is the apparent motion of gray scale model observed in the image, the aim is to approximately calculate the motion field which can not be gotten directly from the video sequence, thus realize the detection and trace of the moving target and its parameter, especially when there is a overlap in the moving objects, effective detection and trace can be conducted by its optical flow field's distribution.
But there are two unknown numbers and only one equation for every point's motion in the image. Thus, it is a ill-posed problem to solve optical flow field from the fundamental equation, other restraints are needed to solely determine the optical flow field. There appears many algorithms overcoming the ill-posed problem when seeking the resolution. According to the analytic tools, there are following kinds of methods in solving the optical flow field: the algorithm based on the spatial and temporal gradient, the algorithm based on matching and the algorithm based on the frequency domain analysis. The famous one is Horn-Schunck method.
The optical flow calculation principle of the Horn-Schunck method is assuming that the optical flow changes smoothly in the whole image, and the method takes it as a constraint condition and solves the optical flow by the global smoothness assumptions of optical flow, , ie the solve of optical flow equation can be transformed to solve the minimum, the calculation formula is shown as formula (1):
In the formula, c e is the constraint equation of the optical flow,  is the Lagrange multiplicator, Es is the constraint condition of image smoothing, the calculation formula is shown as formula (2):
Inside,
Because min E is minimized, which gets that the partial derivatives value of the optical flow ( , ) uv in the above formula is 0, then solve the recursive solution by variation and recursion, that is :
In the formula: it determines the weighting coefficient by the precision gotten from the derivative, , ( , )
x y i j n v is the neighborhood average value of ( , )
uv . It can be gotten by the speed estimation of the nth iteration.
2) The inter-frame Difference Method
The inter-frame difference method gets the contour of the moving target by making differential operation between the adjacent two frames or multiple frames in the video image sequence, it is basic principle is that when there is a target object moving in the image scene, then obvious difference will appear between frames, the absolute value of brightness difference of two frame images is gotten when making subtraction between two frames, then analyze the movement characteristics of the video or image sequence by judging whether absolute value is larger than the threshold, at last the target object in the image sequence is determined. The frame by frame difference of the image sequence is equal to have a temporal high-pass filtering for image sequence. The characters of the inter-frame difference method is that its calculation is simple and it is suit for multi-targets and a moving camera.
3) The Background Differencing Method
The background differencing method is a special case of the inter-frame difference method, it mainly suits for the condition when the camera is motionless, , ie the static scene. That means selecting a stationary motionless reference frame (without any moving object) as the reference image, then every frame in the image sequence has to make subtraction with the reference frame, if the reference image is proper, the moving object can be divided more correctly. Because of its simplicity and the relatively complete data information the method can get, it is popular among the researchers, moreover it is the main trend algorithm in moving target detection currently.
4) The Evaluation and Selection of the Algorithm
The performances of different detection algorithms are different for different technologies they adopt and image video sequences. So an objective evaluation standard is needed to select a reasonable algorithm for the target detection based on the image sequence. By the evaluation standard, the advantages and disadvantages of every algorithm emerge and a proper algorithm can be chosen according to the specific environment, moreover proper parameter can be set to get the best detection performance; besides, a new algorithm combining the advantages of every algorithm can come in being, and the adjustment of the parameter of the algorithm as well as the weight of every character can improve the performance of the algorithm.
There are four principles for the evaluation of a good detection algorithm: accuracy, instantaneity, flexibility and generality. Accuracy means that the boundary and contour of the video target should achieve pixel accuracy; instantaneity represents that the detection algorithm should be fast; flexibility signifies that the initialization process should be simple and it should flexibly make correction during the detection process; generality refers to that it can detect a certain kind of video or common video in the condition of automatic or fewer human-computer interactive methods. While evaluating the video vehicle target detection algorithm, generally there are two aspects being analyzed: the spatial accuracy and the temporal consistency. The spatial accuracy reflects the level of similarity in shape between the segmentation result of every frame in the video sequence and the reference segmentation template, the classification standard based on pixel is its evaluation standard; while the temporal consistency reflects the stability of the spatial accuracy of every frame's video target segmentation result, which is shown in the changes of the spatial accuracy of former and letter frames' segmentation results. The simple definition of the spatial accuracy is shown in formula (6):
Perform comparative analysis to the above three algorithms 1) the comparison in the instantaneity is carried out, select the video image sequence with 100 frames, three algorithms simulate in the same platform, and record every runtime which is shown as figure 1 : the runtime of the optical flow method is longer, it does not suit for the condition which calls for high instantaneity; while the time of the other methods is shorter, they can meet the needs of instantaneity basically. In order to further analyze the quality of three algorithms quantification ally, a frame in the video sequence is performed simulation experiment by adopting the optical flow L-K algorithm, three frames difference and background differencing method respectively, and artificially calibrate the reference background and the foreground pixel, then calculate its spatial accuracy according to the definition of the spatial accuracy. The comparison result of the spatial accuracy of three algorithms is shown as figure 2. It reflects the detection quality of these algorithms, the figure shows that the optical flow method and background differencing method have higher quality, while the frame difference method has lower accuracy. In conclusion, the background differencing method has a more stable performance, it can not only provide relatively complete information on the moving object, but also has some robustness to the noises, it suits for the real-time detection of the static background. But in the real scene, the background is not always the same, it's a gradually changing process which is affected by the light and the climate, moreover, there will be many phony targets in the detection result because of the disturbed motion of the background objects. So to improve the accuracy of the algorithm, the building of an adaptive background model and real-time update have been the top priority in background differencing method.
B. The Improvement of K-means Clustering Vehicle Target Detection
Faced with the above problems, the improved k-means clustering algorithm is adopted. In the vehicle flow detection system based on video image processing in the context of static background scene, when the background differencing method is adopted, the basic link of vehicle target detection and extraction is background modeling and update, which will influence the detection quality of the vehicle target and the subsequent analysis result directly, traditional background extraction method is simple and convenient, the background model of the system directly select the scene image free from the former scene target, but this method is more sensitive to the changes in external environment and its instantaneity is not very good, so is not used generally. So the building and update of the background model has gotten a more in-depth study.
The clustering algorithm is a basic method of pattern recognition, it builds the classifier by using the prior knowledge of the sample, it does not know the categories of the samples in advance, it is a process of clustering of the sample, from the initialization to a better cluster center, according to the similarity and the adjacency, this is an unsupervised learning process. k-means clustering is a kind of clustering algorithm, it classifies the samples according to the minimum distance criterion, it is used to cluster the data stream, which is very simple and fast. The fundamental thought of this algorithm is taking randomly selected k objects as a cluster center, for the other objects, allocating every object to the cluster center which is the most similar to it, that means selecting a certain distance metric as the similarity measurement among samples, making the similarity among the internal objects of the cluster the largest, while the similarity among clusters the smallest, then determine the criterion function of a quality evaluation of the clustering result , calculate the new center of every cluster, finally find the best clustering result when the criterion function take the extremum by iterative algorithm until the criterion function is convergent.
Square-error and criterion are the mathematical foundation of the k-means clustering algorithm, assume that in a clustering result, Ni is the number of sample in the th i cluster i c , the mean value of the sample is i m , Je is the square-error and clustering criterion, then their relation is shown in formula (7):
The formula of Je and the square-error , which is between every sample in cluster i c and every mean value mi , shows as formula (8) In the formula, r j measures k mean values of cluster centers, representing the overall square-error produced by k samples' subsets C1 , C2 …Ck , obviously, different clusters have different Je , then the clustering result which makes Je minimum is the optimal result under the square-error and the criterion.
But according to the above clustering process, traditional k-means clustering algorithm has obvious shortcomings: firstly, it requires determining the initial value of the cluster center in advance, but actually it is unknown that how many categories are proper in dividing the data set before, it can be gotten by a lot of experiments; secondly, the initial cluster center is randomly selected in the data objects, while different clusters will get different clustering results, thus the algorithm depends largely on the selected initial value and it is easy to fall into the local optimal solution.
Faced with the above problems, this text adopts the improved k-means clustering algorithm to build the background model, which is to adapt the background update and extraction of the image sequence. The improvement idea of the algorithm is as follows:
Step 1. Determine the number of clusters k, make the mean value of the data in the data stream as the first condensation point, then make several pixels in special positions as other condensation points, such as the data point which has the longest distance away from the first cluster center or the point with the largest/ smallest gray.
Step 2. Classify according to the closest distance criterion, calculate the condensation point of the new cluster until the criterion function has convergence.
Step 3. Perform Gauss modeling to the classified clustering results, and solve the mean value and the variance respectively.
Step 4. Make image reconstruction to the clustering results and output the background model.
The process of the algorithm is shown as figure 3:
The input image sequence The specific algorithm process is shown as follows:
Step 1. The preprocessing of the video image. The majority video sequences are color pictures, so during the preprocessing, turn the color pictures in to gray scale pictures, for the gray scale value X of every pixel, transform it according to the following formula (9) 0.198 0.658 0.123
In it XR, XG, XB are the red component value, green component value and blue component value of the RGB color space respectively.
Step 2. Set the number of the initial cluster and extract the data stream. In order to improve the speed of the algorithm, the data stream is divided into two clusters, namely make k=2, in the former N frames image sequences, select the gray scale values of the pixels in one position as a data stream, and sort their gray scale values in descending order.
Step 3. Assign {M1(1), M2(2)} as the initial values of the condensation points of the two clusters. Because in the video image frame, the gray scale value of the background image is stable in time domain, so the value assigned to M1(1) is the mean value of the data stream, the value assigned to M2(2) is the point which has the minimal dependency with the first kind of cluster center in the data stream.
Step 4. Classify the gray scale values according to the closest distance criterion, meanwhile record the number of the pixels () Nl which belong to this cluster. The classification basis is shown as the following formula (10):
In it: X represents the gray scale value of the pixel, () i ml is the value of the condensation point of the th l cluster's th i iteration, , iethe central value of the cluster, the computing formula is shown as (11):
Step 5. Calculate the mean value () i ml of the new cluster, make it as the new condensation point, then solve the square-error and Je, the formula (12) makes it minimization:
Step 6. Judge: when the setting threshold is smaller than the minimum of e j ,then turn back to step4, if bigger, then it is convergent, the iteration ends.
Step 7. Gauss model: regard every pixel of every cluster in the clustering results as Gaussian distribution, solve 2 ( ), ( ) ii u l o l , then Gauss modeling. Make a judgment for every number of the cluster before solving the parameter. In the video sequence images, the vehicle target is constantly changing, while the background image is characterized by slow changes, that means it is stable in time domain, thus, to avoid mistaking the detection target as the background image, the threshold n is set, the comparison between it and every kind of pixel number N (l) is shown as follows: when n is smaller than the cluster number, the modeling formula (13, 14) :
When the threshold n is bigger than the cluster number, then normalize the model parameters, that is the formula (15): mean value of the data stream, according to the algorithm, the background parameter selects the point whose mean value is not 0. But affected by the external environment, some points are classified as the second category, so find the point whose mean value is 0 corresponding to the first kind category in the second clustering result, fill and replace its parameter, finally finish the background reconstruction.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Experimental Simulation
A frame in the vehicle video sequence is chosen as the experimental object, perform the simulation comparison to the algorithm by using MATLAB, the video image includes the vehicle target. Figure 4 is the experimental result of background extraction, figure (a) is the video sequence image, (c) is the reference image of the background, here the background image whose light is more stable and which has no former background target is taken as the reference image. Figure ( From figure 4 , in the external environment, the background image gotten from background modeling by traditional k-means clustering algorithm shows a lot of noises, while Gaussian background modeling and the algorithm of this text can get a better result, they both can reconstruct the background effectively.
In order to further test the algorithm of this text, the comparison in time complexity has been made between it and the traditional algorithm. In the experiment, select the images of former 30 frames, 60 frames and 90 frames to simulate by using the methods the text has described before, of course, they are under the same condition, and record the runtime, the result is shown as table 2:
From table 2, time the background extraction algorithm takes increases over the video sampling frames. The calculation of Statistical average method is more simple, and time it takes is shorter, but it is not used in detection because of its bad performance. Compared with the gaussian mixture background modeling, the improved algorithm is superior in time complexity.
The improved K-means clustering algorithm makes detection test in the condition of three lanes. In the condition of good light, the system tests the image sequence of four groups of three lanes and the test system isn't tested within the first 100 images, but used for the acquirement of initial background. Test results are as shown in table 3. From four groups of test results, we can see that the vehicles that aren't counted between 3 and 5, miss rate between 5% and 8%, false alarm rate between 5% and 8% and the accuracy of system test is about 90%, which basically meets the requirement of traffic video image detection.
B. The Realization of Flow Detection based on Traffic Video Image Processing
When a vehicle passes an area, it will lead to the visual information changes of this area, as long as the detected visual information changes have the characters of vehicle motion, and then there must be vehicle. Therefore according to this characteristic, observing a section of the lane can realize the numeration of vehicles.
In the video detection technology, there are two choices in the detection area: line detection and surface detection. Line detection is setting virtual loop, imitating the operation mode of the electromagnetic induction loop, getting the parameters of vehicle flow and vehicle speed by detecting and analyzing the pixel changes in the virtual loop area. While surface detection is free from the limitation of loops, it processes boundary detection and target segmentation to the moving targets, detects and traces the vehicles from an overall perspective.
The setting of virtual-loop sensor currently often uses the form of rectangle and detection line, the detection is based on the analysis of pixels, its computing is fast, according to the above thoughts, this text adopts the vehicle detection method based on the video virtual detection line to detect the vehicle flow from all directions, , ie the method of local area detection, it detects the passing vehicles by placing two parallel virtual detection line on every lane, and 
According to the object oriented programming and database technologies, the hardcore of the monitoring software is designed, ( , ) ie the image collection and processing as well as the frame structure of the data display. It has realized the simultaneous execution of three main parts, image collection and processing, implement data display and storage, HMI. The designed frame structure is shown as figure 5 . 
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IV. CONCLUSION
The vehicle detection is easily affected by the dynamic background and light changes in the external environment, facing this problem, the improved k-means clustering background update algorithm is adopted, that means detecting the vehicle targets in every frame based on the reconstructed background image, and extracting the vehicle targets combining the theory of mathematical morphology. The experiment proves that this method has better adaptation and robustness in performance when compared with the traditional background differencing detection method. Meanwhile, the software of flow detection based on traffic video image processing has been designed, which has been applied to practice.
